
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Human Beings
   Humans are set aside from animals by reason of their possessing
among other things, qualities and attributes such as ego,
appreciation of cleanliness, beauty, feelings of guilt (820710),
ability to think of God or of abstract things (790616), and have 10
valencies, where animals have only 9 (840622); In Yoga, there are
at least 11 - the 11th integrates you with the religion. We get
identified with righteousness, compassion, perseverance and
detachment, and start to enjoy the doing for doing's sake, the
loving for loving's sake, start to enjoy our loving capacity, our
forgiveness, generosity - we enjoy all these great qualities
(871016); You must know that neither you are British, nor Indians,
nor anything… you are just human beings (800517.1) 
   The strife and strain which is on human beings is perhaps
because they are not yet worthy of God's Blessings… still, as God
has created them, He tries to do His utmost to see that human
beings are kept comfortably alright on this Mother Earth (871213) 
   We are all made the same way, but with variety - e.g. we all cry,
laugh, chew the same way (830202); Others are human beings, you
are not… you are not human beings any more… you are Sahaja Yogis
- it's a different race. All over the world this race has to come
(801116) 
   To be materialistic is your nature… because you have started
with it… but it is also human nature to ascend… and which way you
go is the thing… the ladder can take you up… or it can bring you
down - if you are to go up, then your eyes should be upwards
(800927) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
Tape References 
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins 
-871213 Announcing the New Age, Ali Bag - see 871213 not good 20 
-871016 Mahakali Puja, Germany - see 871016 good 25 
-820710 Mooladhara, Swadisthan, Nabhi & Void - se 820701(Video)  
801116 New Age - Plaw Hatch Seminar good 70 
820710 Derby PP [PP video set 4/3,4] good 55 
830202 Vishuddhi Chakra, Delhi (+ Q&A: 5 mins) good 80 
840622 South Bank Polytechnic, London good 40 
871016 Mahakali/Mahalakshmi Pujas- Germany/Belgium  
871213 Announcing the New Age - India 87/88  
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